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 The situation in Jammu & Kashmir (J&K) has not changed significantly. India and Pakistan reiterated their 
resolve to deal with outstanding issues between them, including Kashmir but the pace of the peace talks remains 
slow and no major breakthroughs were reported.  

  The peace talks between India and Pakistan are overshadowed and further slowed down by the current 
political instability in Pakistan. President Musharraf faces a dilemma. On the one hand, he earned international 
support by making a U-turn on Islamabad's traditional stand on the Kashmir dispute (see FAST Update Feb-March 
2007). On the other hand, Musharraf estranged Islamist groups in Pakistan who accuse him of making too many 
concessions to India. The storming of Islamabad's Lal Masjid (Red Mosque) by Pakistani troops has enraged Islamists 
across the country and in J&K. Indo-Pakistani relations have been further strained by the landmark nuclear deal struck 
between India and the US at the end of July; Pakistan perceives the nuclear deal as a threat, claiming it will allow 
India to produce nuclear weapons, and fears a shifting of its ally, the US, towards its regional rival India. 

  India, on the other hand, could argue that it currently has no interest in pushing forward talks with Musharraf 
because it is not clear whether his successor will stick to any agreement reached. Additionally, India has shown little 
flexibility in making further concessions to Pakistan or Kashmiri separatists over the Kashmir issue. Prime Minister 
Manmohan Singh’s statement at Jammu University in mid-July that there is no question of changing the borders 
although these could be made irrelevant, reconfirmed India’s position that the Kashmir issue has to be resolved within 
the Indian constitution and through economic development. Although Indian and Kashmiri government officials 
reaffirmed their commitment to implement the recommendations of the five working groups set up by the prime 
minister as part of the roundtable conference on Kashmir, little is known as to what extent these recommendations 
have been implemented so far. In order not to lose credibility over the strategy adopted by India to resolve the 
Kashmir issue, India has a strong interest in putting the working groups’ recommendations into practice.  

  The slow progress in the Kashmir peace process has affected intra-Kashmir politics by strengthening the more 
radical elements amongst the Kashmiri separatists. At the same time, the moderate separatist camps – such as the All 
Parties’ Hurriyat Conference, APHC (Mirwaiz), and the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) – have been 
weakened as India has not yet resumed peace talks with them. This has prompted some of the leaders of these 
groups to pursue a more hardline posture in public. Mirwaiz, frustrated with the slow pace of the Indo-Pakistani 
peace talks, warned on 5 June of an escalation in violence in Kashmir, if the Indian government continues to promote 
the status quo and no peace agreement can be reached by the end of this year. Even pro-India groups seem to share 
some of the separatists' view. On 15 June, the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) President Mehbooba Mufti asked the 
Indian government to grasp the opportunity and relax certain controls over J&K, which includes reassessing the role of 
armed forces in the internal security and revocation of the Armed Force Special Powers Act (AFSPA). The PDP’s 
president’s statement further illustrates that positions on the Kashmir issue among Kashmiri leaders and politicians 
have become increasingly blurred as pro-Indian parties in the run-up to the elections start to lobby for issues 
traditionally owned by separatists, such as the issue of demilitarization. The status quo in J&K suits and vindicates the 
stand of a half dozen militant groups active in Kashmir. On 23 June, the Hizbul Mujahideen (HM), Kashmir's largest 
militant outfit, ruled out the possibility of giving up the armed struggle and joining the dialog process with the Indian 
government. According to the HM, India has not taken a single step so far to indicate it is sincere in resolving the 
Kashmir issue.  
On 8 June, in another development Al-Qaeda purportedly pledged to wage a jihad on India through J&K. The 
statement was, however, instantly rejected by the United Jihad Council (UJC), an amalgam of militant groups fighting 
in Kashmir. The UJC argued that the statement was part of an Indian plan to harm the Kashmiri struggle, which they 
say is indigenous in nature with no role for pan-Islamist groups like Al-Qaeda.   

 

 The Indian government has accelerated its efforts to complete work on the international airport in Srinagar and 
a railway line linking the Kashmir Valley with India. This would certainly boost the economy of Kashmir and the 
tourism sector.  

  On 24 July, the hardline APHC leader Syed Ali Shah Geelani called on all non-Kashmiris to leave the state. 
Geelani's call was followed by threats from militant outfits asking non-Kashmiris to leave the valley immediately or to 
face death. Later, however, Geelani and the HM modified their statements asking only the criminal elements among 
the non-Kashmiris to leave. They also assured the safety of Indians working in the valley. This issue became more 
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Forceful domestic events by year 
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significant after the rape and murder of a teenage Kashmiri girl in the border town of Handwara, which involved four 
people, including two non-locals. It is believed that over 200,000 persons from different parts of India work as 
masons, carpenters, painters, and barbers in the Valley, playing a vital role in the economy and the construction 
sector of J&K. 

   

 As expected, in the summer months there was an increase in violence between militants and the security 
forces (particularly in the northern parts bordering Pakistan and a few parts of Jammu Division) although the levels of 

violence did not exceed those of last year (see graph). Dozens of violent assaults targeted 
Indian troops causing many deaths. On 5 July, militants carried out five grenade attacks on 
Indian paramilitary troops and police in Srinagar city. The militants primarily rely on 
“asymmetric warfare” involving grenade attacks and ambushes but have yet refrained 
from extreme measures, such as suicide bombings. As occasionally done in the past, 
militants targeted Indian tourists and pilgrims to a Hindu holy site in Kashmir, killing at 
least six persons and injuring many more of them in grenade attacks. However, despite the 
apparent surge in violence, fatality figures for the first half of 2007 collected by the South 
Asia Intelligence Review suggest an overall decrease in fatalities amongst civilians, soldiers 
and militants compared to last year. 
Nevertheless, Indian officials and police say the attempts by militants to infiltrate into 
Kashmir from across the Line of Control (LoC) in Pakistan have increased. Continued 

attacks by militants and increasing levels of infiltration are cited by the Indian and Kashmir governments as reasons to 
reject the demand of demilitarization posed by politicians from the ruling PDP, the opposition party National 
Conference, and the moderate faction of the APHC (hardline Kashmiris demand complete troop withdrawal). One of 
the two expert panels set up by the prime minister in March to examine the issue of demilitarization at the end of July 
reportedly recommended the pull-out of a few thousand Indian troops from J&K although troops engaged in counter-
insurgency operations were not to be affected. Moreover, troops stationed on private property, school buildings, 
hospitals etc. were to be relocated. These recommendations are unlikely to satisfy even moderate Kashmiris and the 
relocation of troops from civilian buildings will be difficult to implement in practice.  

  The incidents of publicized human rights abuses (extrajudicial killings, torture, rape, arbitrary arrests, etc.) by 
Indian troops and police grew in June and July with at least six reported cases of attempted rape by Indian soldiers in 
Kashmir. Such abuses were often followed by popular protests and strikes, which sometimes entailed a violent 
crackdown by police. Human rights abuses by militants also continue but tend to be less reported or publicized. 
Although Indian officials routinely promise to investigate incidents of alleged abuse by its troops, the findings are 
seldom made public, which only further alienates the people of Kashmir, many of whom perceive the Indian Army as 
an occupational force. The Makhan Lal Kaul Commission of Inquiry formed in April to probe alleged custodial killings 
by security forces only received five complaints, which do not even fall within its jurisdiction. This poor public 
response probably illustrates the general disillusionment of the Kashmir public with such commissions and 
government promises to deliver justice. 

  Although such incidents are not new, a few cases of political violence were also reported. On 4 June, suspected 
militants shot at and injured the district president of the pro-Indian Congress Party. On 9 July, militants also targeted 
a rally of Omar Abdullah, chief of the pro-India opposition National Conference in the Kupwara district, injuring 20 
people (Abdullah escaped unhurt). 

 

 No resolution over the Kashmir issue can be expected in the months to come. The slow pace of the peace 
process between India and Pakistan and the continued high presence of Indian forces in Kashmir might strengthen 
the more radical elements amongst the Kashmiri separatists and incite further violence. Further progress in the 
resolution of the Kashmir dispute largely depends on India. In the unlikely event of a declaration of a state of 
emergency or major clashes of Pakistani troops with militants in the tribal areas of Pakistan, there might be a spill-
over effect of the Pakistan crisis to J&K, where Islamic militants might regroup. Despite the recently struck nuclear 
deal between the US and India, it is unlikely that the US will be able to play a significantly more prominent role in the 
resolution of the Kashmir dispute.  


